Let K be a finite extension of Q p with valuation ring R. In this paper we construct Hopf orders over R in KG where G is an elementary abelian p-group of order p n . Complete classifications of such orders are known only for n = 1, 2. The only previous work on orders in KG for arbitrary n are Raynaud's construction in 1974 [Ra74] and the constructions in [CS98] and [CG98].
Hopf orders
Let K, R be as noted above. Let π be a parameter for (generator of the maximal ideal of) R, let e be the absolute ramification index of K, assume K contains a primitive pth root of unity ζ, and let e = ord(ζ −1) = e/(p−1). Let G be an elementary abelian p-group of order p n , G = G 1 × . . . G n with G r = σ r cyclic of order p. In KG r = K σ r , let k .
Then a (r)
− is a multiplicative homomorphism from K × to KG × r satisfying a (r) ζ = σ r . Let i 1 , . . . , i n be valuation parameters: numbers satisfying 0 ≤ i j ≤ e for all j, and denote i j = e − i j as usual. Assume i r ≤ pi j for all r and all j < r, and also that i s ≤ pi k for all s and all k > s. Let U = (u i,j ) be a lower triangular matrix with diagonal entries = ζ. Let a i,j = a (j) u i,j in KG j . Then a j,j = a (j) ζ = σ j . Consider the R-algebra
a 2,1 σ 2 − 1 π i 2 , . . . , a n,1 a n,2 · · · a n,n−1 σ n − 1 π in ].
In this section we find conditions on the entries of U for H n to be a Hopf order over R in KG.
Our approach uses the following result of Greither [Gr92] , for which a convenient reference is [C00, (31. We proceed to construct the order H n in KG, G = G 1 × . . . × G n , inductively. Let
Larson order in KG 1 , and set µ 1 = i 1 , the first Larson parameter. Recalling the matrix U , let
By Proposition 1, this is a Hopf order in
Given that H 2 is a Hopf order, we have
, and we need to find some µ 2 so that
is in H 2 . Then a 2,1 is a unit of H 2 , and so
π µ 2 will be in H 2 if and only if
We call µ 2 the second Larson parameter. (One can show that for
We proceed by induction. Suppose we have found conditions on the entries of the first r − 1 rows of the matrix U so that H r−1 is an R-Hopf order in K[G 1 × . . . × G r−1 ] in such a way that for 2 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, H j is free of rank p over H j−1 on powers of the algebra generator t j = a j,1 a j,2 ·...·a j,j−1 σ j −1 π i j of H j over H j−1 . Suppose also we have found r − 1 Larson parameters µ 1 = i 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ r−1 so that
For H r to be free of rank p over H r−1 with power basis generated by
To show that H r is a Hopf order, that is, the comultiplication on KG maps H r to H r ⊗ H r , we need ∆(a r,1 · · · a r,r−1 ) ≡ a r,1 ·. . .·a r,r−1 ⊗a r,1 ·. . .·a r,r−1 (mod π ir H r−1 ⊗H r−1 ). Now ∆(a r,1 · . . . · a r,r−1 ) = ∆(a r,1 ) · . . . · ∆(a r,r−1 ) and
So it suffices that for each j,
which holds if i r ≤ pµ j and
Thus we need i r ≤ pµ j for all j = 1, . . . , r − 1, and ord(u r,j − 1) ≥ µ j + i r p for j = 1, . . . , r − 1.
To complete the inductive construction, we need a parameter µ r so that
We have a r,1 a r,2 · . . . · a r,r−1 σ r − 1 π µr
. . , r − 1, then the a r,k will be units of H r , and so
Thus we call µ r an rth Larson parameter if µ r satisfies µ r ≤ i r and ord(u r,k − 1) − µ r ≥ e − µ k for k = 1, . . . , r−1. (Note that we have not shown that if µ r is maximal satisfying those inequalities, then
and so we refer to µ 1 , . . . µ r as Larson parameters, not the Larson parameters. Finding such a µ r remains open for r ≥ 3.)
To summarize:
Theorem 3. Given i 1 , . . . , i n with 0 ≤ i r ≤ e for all r and i r ≤ pi s for r > s, suppose U = (u r,s ) is a lower triangular n × n matrix with entries in R and diagonal entries ζ. Set H 0 = R and for 1 ≤ r ≤ n, define H r by H r = H r−1 [t r ], where
Then H r is free over H r−1 with basis {1, t r , . . . , t p−1 r } and H(U ) = H n is a Hopf order with Larson parameters µ 1 = i 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ n if the following inequalities hold for all r, s with 1 ≤ s < r ≤ n:
Thus given i 1 , . . . , i n satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3, the matrix U yields a Hopf order if the valuations ord(u r,s − 1) of the n(n − 1)/2 off-diagonal entries of U and the n − 1 Larson parameters satisfy a collection of 2n 2 − 2n linear inequalities.
Duality
Here is the corresponding result for a potential dual:
Theorem 4. Given i n , . . . , i 1 with 0 ≤ i s ≤ e for all s and i s ≤ pi r for s < r, suppose W = (w s,r ) is an upper triangular n × n matrix with entries in R and diagonal entries ζ. Set J n+1 = R and for 1 ≤ s ≤ n,
Then J s is free over J s+1 with basis {1, q s , . . . , q p−1 s } and J(W ) = J 1 is a Hopf order with Larson parameters δ n = i n , δ n−1 , . . . , δ 1 if the following inequalities hold for all s, r with 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n:
We now find conditions on U and W so that H(U ) and J(W ) are dual Hopf orders.
Let
Then KG and KĜ are dual group rings. For x and y units in R the quantity
is the Gauss sum of x and y ([GC98]). Note that G(x, 1) = 1. Also,
The Gauss sum arises in connection with duality because
Assuming that H(U ), J(W ) are Hopf orders in KG and KĜ, respectively, then by the choice of denominators (valuation parameters), J(W ) will be the dual of H(U ) iff H(U ), J(W ) ⊂ R, by a routine discriminant argument. Since both are Hopf orders, it suffices that the duality map applied to generators maps into R, that is, for all r, s, a r,1 a r,2 · · · a r,r−1
that is,
One sees easily that D r,s = 1 if r < s and D(r, r) = ζ, and so D
Assuming these inequalities, we define the off-diagonal entries of W inductively.
For all r define w r−1,r by Assume that w s,r has been defined for all r, s with r − s = d > 0 so that ord(w s,r − 1) = ord(u r,s − 1). We have u r+1,s G(u r+1,s+1 , w s,s+1 ) · . . . · G(u r+1,r , w s,r )w s,r+1 = 1.
Now for all k with r + 1 > k > s,
hence for r + 1 > k > s, G(u r+1,k , w s,k ) and u r+1,s are units of R. Therefore we may define w s,r+1 by
for all k with r + 1 > k > s, it follows that ord(u r+1,s − 1) = ord(w s,r+1 − 1)
by the isosceles triangle inequality. In this way we may define the entries of W so that D r,s, − 1 = 0 for all r > s, and so we obtain a dual pair of Hopf orders, H(U ) and J(W ), provided that both H(U ) and J(W ) are Hopf orders. We collect the needed inequalities for both H(U ) and J(W ) to be Hopf orders and duals of each other.
Theorem 5. Let i 1 , . . . , i n be valuation parameters satisfying 0 ≤ i r ≤ e for all r and i r ≤ pi s and i s ≤ pi r for all r > s. Let U = (u r,s ) be a lower triangular n × n matrix with entries in R and diagonal entries ζ. Define the upper triangular matrix W = (w s,r ) by w s,s = ζ and for r > s, u r,s G(u r,s+1 , w s,s+1 ) · · · G(u r,r−1 , w s,r−1 )w s,r = 1.
Then H(U ) and J(W ) are a dual pair of Hopf orders with Larson parameters µ 1 = i 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ n , δ n = i n , δ n−1 , . . . , δ 1 if the following inequalities hold for all 1 ≤ s < k < r ≤ n:
When i 1 , . . . , i n satisfy the strict inequalities 0 < i 1 , . . . , i n < e , then to obtain a dual pair of Hopf orders H(U ) and J(W ) in KC n p , KĈ n p , resp., Theorem 5 requires that the n 2 variables {ord(u r,s − 1)|r > s} and the 2(n − 1) variables µ 2 , . . . , µ n , δ n−1 , . . . , δ 1 must satisfy a system of 2(2n 2 − 2n) + n 3 = n 3 + 21n 2 − 22n 6 linear inequalities.
It is routine to obtain solutions to these inequalities . See Remark 11 below.
Truncated exponentials
Now we consider a variant construction of dual Hopf orders in KC n p , generalizing that of [GC98] . This construction uses the truncated exponential function,
which behaves well with respect to duality. (We never explicitly use the untruncated series and so will not require special notation.) Here is the first of two results that facilitate the use of the truncated exponential:
Lemma 6. For x, y ∈ π l R with l ≥ 1, we have
Proof. As noted in [GC, Remark 1.1], the proof is a matter of showing the difference of the two sides can be written as a power series of order at least p with coefficients in R in which all terms have valuation ≥ l.
Define λ ∈ R by the equation exp(λ) = ζ. (This can be done explicitly by solving exp(x) = ζ for x modulo higher and higher powers of π.) From the definition of exp(-), we get that ord(λ) = ord(ζ − 1) = e . Then for x in K, ord(exp(λx) − 1) = ord(x) + e . Thus exp(λx) is a unit of R iff ord(λx) ≥ 1, iff ord(x) ≥ −e + 1.
Let Y = (y r,s ) be a lower triangular matrix of elements of K with diagonal entries y r,r = 1 and ord(y r,s ) > −e for all r > s. Then the matrix U = (u r,s ) with u r,s = exp(λy r,s ) for r ≥ s, u r,s = 0 for r < s, is lower triangular with entries in R and diagonal entries ζ. The valuation conditions on U in order that H(U ) be a Hopf order as in Theorem 3 translate immediately to valuation conditions on Y , since ord(u r,s ) = ord(y r,s ) + e .
Denote H(U ) = H e (Y ). Similarly, let Z = (z r,s ) be an upper triangular matrix of elements of K with diagonal entries z r,r = 1 and ord(z s,r ) > −e for all s < r. Then the matrix W = (w s,r ) with w s,r = exp(λz s,r )) for s ≤ r, z s,r = 0 for s > r, is upper triangular with entries in R and diagonal entries ζ. The valuation conditions on W in order that J(W ) be a Hopf order as in Theorem 4 translate immediately to valuation conditions on Z, since ord(w s,r ) = ord(z s,r ) + e . Denote J(W ) = J e (Y ). The attractiveness of using matrices U and W with entries that are truncated exponentials of entries in Y, Z, respectively, is that the dual of H e (Y ) is J e (Z) where the transpose of Z is the inverse of Y . Along with Lemma 6 we need for duality the following extension of a result on Gauss sums ([GC98, Theorem 1.4]):
Theorem 7. Let x, y be elements of K with min{ord(λx), ord(λy)} = g where 0 < g ≤ e . Then
, exp(λY )). Theorem 1.4 of [GC98] asserts that if X, Y are indeterminates, then the polynomial Q(X, Y ) = P (X, Y ) − exp(λXY ) satisfies
where F (X, Y ) is a polynomial with coefficients in R. Now
for some coefficients s m,n ∈ R. Since Q(X, Y ) has coefficients in π pe R, it follows that for all 
As before, set
We require that
One sees easily that D r,s = 1 if r < s, and = ζ if r = s. For r > s, D r,s = a r,s γ s a r,s+1 b s,s+1 · · · a r,r−1 b s,r−1 a r,s γ s = P (y r,s , z s,s )P (y r,s+1 , z s,s+1 ) · · · P (y r,r−1 , z s,r−1 )P (y r,r , z s,r ) (c.f. [GC98, Lemma 2.1]), where P (x, y) = G(exp(λX), exp(λY )) as in Lemma 7. Thus we want P (y r,s , z s,s )P (y r,s+1 , z s,s+1 ) · · · P (y r,r−1 , z s,r−1 )P (y r,r , z s,r ) ∈ π ir+i s R for all r > s.
As in the previous section, in order to construct Z so that D r,s ≡ 1 (mod π ir+i s R) for r > s, we assume that for all r > k > s, we have ord(y r,s ) < ord(y r,k ) + ord(y k,s ).
If u r,s = exp(λy r,s ), then this assumption is equivalent to the assumption ord(u r,k − 1) + ord(u k,s − 1) > e + ord(u r,s − 1) made in the construction of Theorem 5. Then for all r > s, ord(z s,r ) = ord(y r,s ).
Proof. For r > s we have y r,s + y r,s+1 z s,s+1 + . . . + y r,r−1 z s,r−1 + z s,r = 0.
Thus ord(y r,r−1 ) = ord(z r−1,r ) for all r. Proceeding by induction, assume ord(z t,r ) = ord(y r,t ) for r − t < r − s, then ord(y r,s ) < ord(y r,k ) + ord(y k,s ) = ord(y r,k z s,k ) for k = s + 1, . . . , r − 1, so by the isosceles triangle inequality we have ord(y r,s ) = ord(z s,r ).
Assume the entries of Y satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 8. Then by Theorem 7, for all r > k > s,
where g r,k,s = min{ord(λy r,k ), ord(λz s,k )} = min{ord(λy r,k ), ord(λy k,s )} by Proposition 8. So assume (2p − 1)ord(λy r,k ) − (p − 1)e ≥ i r + i s and (2p − 1)ord(λy k,s ) − (p − 1)e ≥ i r + i s for all r > k > s. Then modulo π ir+i s R D r,s = P (y r,s , z s,s )P (y r,s+1 , z s,s+1 ) · . . . · P (y r,r−1 , z s,r−1 )P (y r,r , z s,r ) ≡ exp(λy r,s ) exp(λy r,s+1 z s,s+1 ) · . . . · exp(λy r,r−1 z s,r−1 ) exp(λz s,r ). Now we apply Lemma 6: assume that for all r ≥ k ≥ s,
Then exp(λy r,s ) exp(λy r,s+1 z s,s+1 ) · . . . · exp(λy r,r−1 z s,r−1 ) exp(λz s,r )
≡ exp(λ(y r,s + y r,s+1 z s,s+1 + . . . + y r,r−1 z s,r−1 + z s,r ))
and so for all r > s, D r,s − 1 ∈ π ir+i s R, which implies that H e (Y ), J e (Z) ⊆ R.
We have shown nearly all of Theorem 9. Suppose Y = (y r,s ) is an n × n lower triangular matrix with entries in π −e +1 R and diagonal entries 1. Suppose for all r > k > s, ord(y r,k ) + ord(y k,s ) > ord(y r,s ). Let Z t = Y −1 , let U = (u r,s ) be lower triangular with u r,s = exp(λy r,s ) for r ≥ s, and let W = (w s,r ) be upper triangular with w s,r = exp(λz s,r ) for r ≥ s. If {u r,s, , µ r , δ s } satisfy the inequalities of Theorem 5 together with the inequalities Thus not all of the Hopf orders constructed using Theorem 5 can be described using the truncated exponential method of Theorem 9.
